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A method includes obtaining an image of an eye in a 
bright - pupil imaging mode in which a retinal retro - reflection 
complements the image of the eye in the bright - pupil mode , 
and obtaining an image of the eye in a dark - pupil imaging 
mode in which a corneo - scleral retro - reflection comple 
ments the image of the eye in the dark - pupil mode . One of 
the bright - pupil imaging mode and the dark - pupil imaging 
mode is selected based on quality of obtained images . 
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ADAPTIVE CAMERA AND ILLUMINATOR 
EYETRACKER 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[ 0001 ] The present invention relates to a device for illu 
minating and imaging an eye . More precisely , the invention 
provides adaptive pupil - centre - corneal - reflection 
( PCCR ) eye tracking system comprising multiple cameras . 

an 

BACKGROUND 

reasonably high performance is required from the camera , 
which therefore defines a least possible price of the product . 
[ 0005 ] Conventional eye trackers generally perform opti 
mally if the studied person does not move during a mea 
surement session . Particularly annoying are head move 
ments that change the angle between the head and the 
camera of the eye tracker , because this may introduce 
obscuring objects into the line of sight from the reference 
illuminator to the eye or into the line from the eye to the 
camera . Notably , spectacle frames , eyelashes , eyebrows , 
nose and protruding brow bones may cause problems of this 
kind . 
[ 0006 ] It is probably similar considerations that have led 
to the widespread use of ring - shaped reference illuminators 
in eye trackers . Conventionally there is a larger ring for 
providing off - axis illumination and a smaller ring arranged 
around the circumference of the camera objective to be as 
coaxial as possible . By surrounding all sides of the camera 
objective with luminous points , the risk of having the 
tracked eye obscured is decreased . However , a ring - shaped 
illuminator is imaged in the cornea as an inhomogeneous 
spot having lower luminance than a solid light source would . 
This is detrimental to image contrast and makes it more 
difficult to find the location of the reflection of the light 
source . The problem is most severe in the case of the coaxial , 
smaller illuminator , which is further shrunk by reflection in 
the convex cornea , as seen above . 
[ 0007 ] In view of the above shortcomings associated with 
available eye trackers , there appears to be a need for 
improved eye - tracking devices as regards accuracy , speed , 
reliability and cost efficiency . 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[ 0002 ] A PCCR - based approach to determining the gaze 
of an eye may use an image of the eye either in its 
bright - pupil condition ( a retinal retro - reflection comple 
ments the iris image ) or dark - pupil condition ( a corneo 
scleral reflection complements the iris image ) . In a given 
situation , the respective images may be of different quality , 
and it may even be impossible to carry out an uninterrupted 
gaze tracking based on just one of these imaging modes . 
Therefore , to be able to choose the optimal mode , some 
available eye trackers comprise double reference illumina 
tors for creating the reflections . A first reference illuminator , 
for use in imaging in the bright - pupil mode , is then arranged 
coaxially with the optic axis of a camera ( image sensor ) , 
whereas a second reference illuminator , for use in the 
dark - pupil mode , is arranged off the camera axis . Such a 
reference illuminator may be a compound light source 
arranged round the camera objective in a concentric ring ; cf. 
FIG . 3 in Applicant's patent SE 524003 . 
[ 0003 ] It is known in the art ( see , e.g. , the paper General 
Theory of Remote Gaze Estimation Using the Pupil Center 
and Corneal Reflections by E. D. Guestrin and M. Eizen 
mann , IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering , Vol . 
53 , No. 6 , pp . 1124-1133 ( June 2006 ) , included herein by 
reference ) that the eye's position and orientation , at a given 
point in time , cannot be unambiguously determined unless 
the locations of two distinct corneal reflection ( or glints , or 
first Purkinje reflections ) can be extracted from one image of 
the eye or from several , simultaneous images . If two refer 
ence illuminators are used simultaneously , however , coex 
isting glints will mutually blur the measurements by reflec 
tions and the like . If the reference illuminators are used 
alternately ( e.g. , by time interlacing ) , then a small time delay 
will necessarily separate the two images , to the detriment of 
the accuracy , particularly if the delay falls in the duration of 
a saccade . The delay also makes the eye tracking slower . A 
similar drawback becomes noticeable if the bright - pupil 
image is used for providing an initial guess in the process of 
finding the location of the pupil centre in the dark - pupil 
image . This is practiced in the art , as described , notably , in 
patent application US 2004/0005083 . Since the two images 
cannot be acquired simultaneously , such initial guess is 
sometimes of little avail . 
[ 0004 ] As many of those skilled in the art will acknowl 
edge , the accuracy of eye tracking is highly dependent on the 
resolution of the camera used for imaging the eye with the 
glints . Indeed , the virtual image of the reference illuminator 
formed by reflection in the cornea is shrunk by a factor 100 
or more ( assuming a corneal focal length of 4 mm and an 
illuminator - to - eye distance of at least 400 mm ) . On the other 
hand , to avoid serious round - off errors , the image of the 
reference illuminator should occupy a region of at least , say , 
ten camera pixels . Hence , for an eye tracker to be useful , a 

[ 0008 ] It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
device for eye illumination and eye imaging , in a manner 
suitable for subsequent extraction of gaze - point data from 
eye images obtained by the device . 
[ 0009 ] In accordance with a first aspect of the invention , 
an eye tracker is provided which comprises at least one 
illuminator for illuminating an eye , at least tw cameras ( or 
other image sensors ) for imaging the eye and a controller . 
The configuration of the reference illuminator ( s ) and cam 
eras is such that , firstly , at least one camera is coaxial with 
a reference illuminator ( bright - pupil imaging mode ) and , 
secondly , at least one camera is non - coaxial with a reference 
illuminator ( dark - pupil imaging mode ) . The controller is 
adapted to select at least one of the cameras to be active . The 
camera selection , which is performed repeatedly , is based on 
an image quality metric which is a function of at least one 
image quality factor . If one active camera is to be selected , 
the one which yields the image with the best quality metric 
is chosen . 
[ 0010 ] In comparison with available devices , an eye 
tracker according to the invention is less vulnerable to sight - obscuring objects , such as eyelashes and eyebrows , 
because of the higher probability of one of the two cameras 
being unhindered . If the line of sight of one camera becomes 
obscured , the quality - metric value of its image will drop 
accordingly and the other camera will be considered for 
activation . Because an illuminator usually dissipates more 
power than a camera , the invention also represents an 
energy - economic advantage over available eye trackers . 
[ 0011 ] The invention can be advantageously embodied as 
an eye tracker comprising two reference illuminators and 
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two cameras , so that four combinations of one illuminator 
and one camera are possible . One or two combinations will 
relate to the bright - pupil mode and two or three combina 
tions to the dark - pupil mode ( for , as noted above , at least one 
camera is coaxial with a reference illuminator and at least 
one is non - coaxial with a reference illuminator ) . Thus , at 
least in the dark - pupil mode , if one line of sight becomes 
obscured , the eye tracker can continue tracking using a 
different combination in the same mode , which facilitates 
subsequent image processing such as pupil finding . This 
makes operation of the eye tracker more reliable . 
[ 0012 ] In an advantageous variation to the previous 
embodiment , each camera is associated with a coaxial , 
substantially point - shaped illuminator . Necessarily , this 
enables two bright - pupil combinations of one camera and 
one illuminator . A benefit of the point - shapedness of the 
reference illuminator is that the corneal reflection of the 
reference illuminator is more likely to appear as a small solid 
spot with good contrast against the background , so that the 
location of the reflection can be accurately determined . 
Because two different camera - illuminator combinations are 
available , it is not very likely that both are subject to 
obscuration ( which is one of the motives of the ring shape 
of on - axis reference illuminators of prior art ) . Generally , a 
reflection of a reference illuminator covers a spot of several 
pixels in the camera image , and the location of the reflection , 
as used herein , refers to the centre of the spot in some 
suitable sense , as will be detailed below . 
[ 0013 ] Preferably , the eye tracker is operable in a dual 
camera mode , in which both cameras are active , which 
permits truly simultaneous acquisition of images in different 
illumination conditions . As an economic advantage of this , 
the resolution requirement on each camera can be relaxed . 
Since , for instance , the location of a corneal reflection can be 
determined more accurately when it is imaged by two 
cameras in distinct positions , the effective accuracy can be 
retained even though two simpler cameras are used . Assum 
ing the eye tracker is adapted for distances to the viewer in 
the range up to 1 m , the cameras should be separated by at 
least 70 mm , i.e. , at least 4.0 degrees of arc , if both 
bright - pupil and dark - pupil imaging is desired . If one avail 
able imaging mode is considered sufficient , then the cameras 
may be arranged closer , such as 50 mm apart . 
[ 0014 ] Any embodiment of the invention may advanta 
geously include operability in an evaluation mode . The 
evaluation mode has the purpose of assessing the quality and 
usefulness of a large number of available camera - illuminator 
combinations . The evaluation mode entails activating a 
plurality of cameras , while the reference illuminators are 
sequentially scanned . Alternatively , all cameras are acti 
vated during the scan . This expedites the gathering of 
images for evaluation . 
[ 0015 ] In order not to distract a viewer's attention , the 
reference illuminators used in any embodiments of the 
invention are preferably adapted to emit light that is not 
visible to the human eye . It is advantageous to use light in 
a wavelength range adjacent to the visible spectrum — thus in 
the infrared or ultraviolet range — because it may then be 
possible to use imaging devices for visible light with only 
minor adaptations . However , it is known that exposure to 
ultraviolet radiation may be harmful to the human body , so 
that infrared or near - infrared light is the preferred choice . 
[ 0016 ] As regards the processing of images collected by 
an eye tracker according to the invention , it is advantageous 

to use a computational model that includes an aspherical 
geometric model of the cornea . Preferably , to reflect widely 
recognised optometric facts , an ellipsoidal cornea model is 
used . The eye tracker is adapted to determine an orientation 
of the eye based on the locations of the corneo - scleral 
reflections of the reference illuminators . The gaze direction 
of the eye is easily determined once the orientation is 
known . Because a general ellipsoidal surface is not rota 
tionally symmetric , it may not be necessary for the eye 
tracker to determine a pupil - centre location and take this into 
account . While the ellipsoidal shape is common to the 
majority of persons , the model may need to be fine - tuned 
according to individual variations in a calibration procedure 
before measurements are started . The tunable parameters 
may include the radius of corneal curvature at the pupil 
centre and the corneal eccentricity . 
[ 0017 ] In accordance with a second aspect of the inven 
tion , there is provided a method for selecting a combination 
of an active reference illuminator from a plurality of refer 
ence illuminators and an active camera from a plurality of 
cameras . Each camera is adapted to image at least one eye 
when illuminated by one or more reference illuminators . At 
least one combination is adapted for imaging in the bright 
pupil mode ( the camera and the reference illuminator are 
coaxial ) and at least one combination is adapted for imaging 
in the dark - pupil mode ( they are non - coaxial ) . The method 
includes the following steps , to be performed in this order : 
[ 0018 ] i ) An image quality metric , which depends on at 

least one image quality factor , is defined . 
[ 0019 ] ii ) Two or more eye images are acquired , at least 
one in the bright - pupil mode and at least one in the 
dark - pupil mode . The image quality metric is evaluated 
for each of the images , and the imaging mode which 
provides the greatest value of the quality metric is 
selected . 

[ 0020 ] iii ) Eye images are acquired using available com 
binations of an active camera and an active illuminator 
corresponding to the selected imaging mode , and the 
image quality metric is evaluated for the images . Prefer 
ably , each available camera is included in at least one of 
the combinations used for acquiring these eye images . 
That camera which provides the greatest value of the 
quality metric is selected as active camera . 

[ 0021 ] iv ) Once an active camera has been selected , an 
active reference illuminator remains to be selected . Only 
a reference illuminator which , in combination with the 
selected active camera , provides imaging in the selected 
imaging mode can be chosen . The selection of an active 
reference illuminator is effected on the basis of the 
centricity of its corneo - scleral reflection ( first Purkinje 
reflection ) : the illuminator which provides the most cen 
tric reflection is selected . 

[ 0022 ] This concludes the initial selection of a combina 
tion of an active camera and an active reference illuminator . 
If the reference illuminators and cameras are provided in an 
eye tracker operable in an evaluation mode , as set forth 
above , then advantageously the eye images for which the 
image quality metric is evaluated are acquired in this mode . 
[ 0023 ] In an advantageous embodiment of the invention , 
the method for selecting a camera and an illuminator can be 
complemented with further steps for continually reassessing 
the selection in an economic and efficient manner . After the 
above steps have been completed , it is established whether 
the image quality metric obtained using the selected com 
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[ 0029 ] FIG . 1 shows a combined camera and illuminator 
arrangement in accordance with an embodiment the inven 
tion ; 
[ 0030 ] FIG . 2 shows a combined camera and illuminator 
arrangement in accordance with another embodiment of the 
invention ; 
[ 0031 ] FIG . 3 shows a combined camera and illuminator 
arrangement in accordance with a further embodiment of the 
invention ; 
[ 0032 ] FIG . 4 is a diagrammatic cross - sectional view of 
the cornea ; 
[ 0033 ] FIG . 5 is a diagrammatic perspective drawing 
showing an array of reference illuminators , their corneo 
scleral reflection and a camera device adapted to image the 
eye with said reflection ; 
[ 0034 ] FIG . 6 is a flowchart of the method for selecting a 
combination of a camera and a reference illuminator accord 
ing to an embodiment the invention ; and 
[ 0035 ] FIG . 7 is an illustration of a decision tree associated 
with the method for selecting a combination of a camera and 
a reference illuminator when applied to the combined cam 
era and illuminator arrangement of FIG . 2 . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

bination is above or below a predetermined threshold . If it 
is found to be above the threshold , then step iv ) is repeated , 
that is , it is checked whether the selected reference illumi 
nator actually provides the most centric corneo - scleral 
reflection or whether switching to some other reference 
illuminator can improve the centricity . If the image quality 
factor is found to be below the threshold , the camera 
selection is revised by repeating step iii ) . After this , evi 
dently , step iv ) has to be repeated . If the image quality metric 
is still below the threshold even though steps iii ) and iv ) 
have been repeated , then the choice of imaging mode is 
revised by repeating steps ii ) , iii ) and iv ) . 
[ 0024 ] It is noted that step iv ) does not necessarily imply 
acquiring a set of test images , in which the centricity of the 
corneo - scleral reflection is evaluated . Indeed , since the 
spatial configuration of the available reference illuminators 
is usually known a priori , the switching between different 
active reference illuminators may be effected based on 
merely the actual position of the corneo - scleral reflection in 
the image currently used for eye tracking . E.g. , in a situation 
where the test subject looks to the left , so that the corneo 
scleral reflection approaches a right boundary of the cornea , 
then a reference illuminator located further to the left should 
be selected instead of the present one . Likewise , if the 
camera positions are known beforehand , then guidance can 
be obtained in the camera switching based on the latest eye 
position and gaze direction . Thus , instead of acquiring test 
images by each available camera , the cameras most likely to 
have a better viewing angle ace evaluated for selection . 
[ 0025 ] By virtue of its hierarchic nature , the proposed 
method for updating the selection of an camera - illuminator 
combination is economical in so far as it limits the number 
of evaluations of the image quality metric . In a typical 
computer implementation of the method , this number is 
likely to influence the computational complexity . The 
switching between reference illuminators ( step iv ) ) does not 
require any evaluation of the quality metric . The proposed 
method also minimises the number of times a camera is 
temporarily taken out of duty to acquire test images , which 
interrupts the gaze tracking . This may occur , for instance , 
when the selection of imaging mode is reassessed ( step ii ) ) 
by acquiring a test image using the currently active camera 
and a currently inactive illuminator ( one corresponding to 
the other imaging mode than that currently selected ) . As 
regards the reassessment of the camera selection ( step iii ) ) , 
the test images on which the decision is based may be 
acquired in a dual camera mode , which means that the gaze 
tracking can be pursued without interruption . 
[ 0026 ] In accordance with a third aspect of the invention , 
there is provided a computer - program product for causing a 
general - purpose computer to perform the method for select 
ing a combination of an active reference illuminator from a 
plurality of reference illuminators and an active camera from 
a plurality of cameras , as set forth above . 
[ 0027 ] These and other aspects of the invention will be 
apparent from and elucidated with reference to the embodi 
ments described hereinafter . 

I. Eye Tracker Comprising One Reference Illuminator 
[ 0036 ] FIG . 1 shows a combined camera and illuminator 
arrangement 100. The arrangement 100 may be part of an 
eye tracker , in the sense that it is controllable by an eye 
tracker , and may even be embodied in the same physical unit 
as such device . It is also envisioned that an eye tracking 
system may comprise a processor and the arrangement 100 
of FIG . 1 . 
[ 0037 ] The arrangement 100 comprises a reference illu 
minator 120 and a first camera 110 provided coaxially with 
the reference illuminator 120 in the sense that the optic axes 
of the two devices are parallel and the distance between 
them is small in relation to the overall length scale . The 
reference illuminator 120 , which preferably is adapted to 
emit ( near ) infrared light from a point - shaped aperture , and 
the first camera 110 are arranged so closely to one another 
that it is possible to image the retinal retro - reflection ( bright 
pupil effect ) of the reference illuminator 120. In some 
conditions , this may provide an eye image in which the pupil 
circumference is resolved with high accuracy . The arrange 
ment 100 further comprises a second camera 112 arranged at 
such distance away from the reference illuminator 120 that 
the retinal retro - reflection is not visible . In other words , the 
second camera 112 is adapted to image the eye in its 
dark - pupil condition . The reference illuminator 120 of the 
arrangement 100 is located between the cameras 110 , 112 , 
but may also , in an alternative embodiment , be located to the 
right or left of the cameras 110 , 112 . 
[ 0038 ] When the arrangement 100 is used in eye 
the reference illuminator 120 and at least one of the cameras 
are active . ( Two active cameras may be required in an initial 
regime of the eye tracking for determining the spatial 
position of the eye ; in eye trackers comprising plural illu 
minators a single image in which two reflections appear may 
be sufficient to achieve the same result . ) The choice of active 

and equivalently , the choice between imaging in 
the bright - pupil or dark - pupil mode depends on the actual 
image quality obtained using each camera , as outlined 
above . The image quality metric , which may be determined 

tracking , 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
camera 

[ 0028 ] Embodiments of the present invention will now be 
described with reference to the accompanying drawings , on 
which : 
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by an external processing means , may take several quality 
factors into account , as will be further discussed in section 
IV below . 
[ 0039 ] The arrangement 100 may be operable in a dual 
camera mode , which improves the accuracy in finding the 
glint . Referring to the paper by Guestrin and Eizenmann's 
paper ( see above ) , the extra information obtained by the 
second camera is added as more rows added into equation 
system ( 18 ) , which will be solved to give the centre of 
corneal curvature c . The added rows will imply that the 
centre of corneal curvature is determined with greater accu 
racy . In exceptional cases e.g. , when the spatial configu 
rations of the cameras is unfortunate the addition of rows 
may actually lead to an increased condition number of the 
matrix ; then the single - camera mode may be temporarily 
resumed . 
[ 0040 ] To find the position of an eye , one may determine 
the location of an illuminator ( the world coordinate of which 
is a priori known ) relative to the eye by considering its 
corneo - scleral reflection . When a single camera is used , the 
illuminator location Xiu may be computed as an average 
weighted by the intensities : 

Typically , if the arrangement 200 is designed for measure 
ments on eyes not further away than 1 m , then a separation 
of the cameras by 100 mm may be considered sufficient . The 
third and fourth reference illuminators 224 , 226 , which are 
respectively arranged on the left and right side of the 
arrangement 200 , are suitably active at large lateral gaze 
angles . This way , a centrally located glint can be obtained 
also at these angles . 
[ 0044 ] FIG . 3 depicts another embodiment of a combined 
camera , illuminator and visual display arrangement 300. The 
reference illuminators and cameras of the arrangement 300 
are provided around the edge of a screen surface 340 for 
displaying graphical information . In contrast to the arrange 
ments shown in FIG . 2 , in which the reference illuminators 
are aligned one - dimensionally , the present arrangement 300 
comprises reference illuminators 320-338 having a two 
dimensional configuration . Not only does this increase the 
range of gaze angles for which a central corneal glint can be 
achieved . It also enables assessments of mappings involving 
angular deformations or differing horizontal and vertical 
deformations . For instance , reflection in a surface having 
two different radii of curvature , notably an elliptic surface , 
will deform a square into a rectangle or a parallelogram . By 
assessing the ratio of the horizontal and vertical length 
scales under the reflection , information relating to the reflec 
tion point on the surface can be obtained . By studying how 
the different angles change under the reflection , it is possible 
to estimate the skewness of the surface around the reflection 
point . 

Xill Die X ; X INT ; 
LieG INT ; 

= 

[ 0041 ] Here G is a set of pixels in the image in which the 
glint is contained , INT , is the intensity ( after subtraction by 
the background intensity ) of the ith pixel , and X , is the world 
coordinate of a light source that gives a corneo - scleral 
reflection in the ith pixel . However , when two cameras are 
used , the calculation can be refined as follows : 

III . PCCR Gaze Tracking Using an Aspherical Corneal 
Model 

Zec X ; X INT ; + Zieh X ; X INT ; Xill Liec INT ; + Lich INT ; 

[ 0042 ] where G is a set of pixels of the first camera's 
image containing the glint , and H is a set of pixels of the 
second camera's image containing the glint . By linearity , 
assuming the two cameras are of identical type , the standard 
deviation of the estimation of Xiu decreases by a factor of up 
to 1 / V2 if the dual - camera equation is used instead of the 
single - camera equation . 

II . Eye Tracker Comprising Plural Reference Illuminators 
[ 0043 ] FIG . 2 shows a combined camera and illuminator 
arrangement 200. Just like the arrangement 100 of FIG . 1 , it 
comprises first and second cameras 210 , 212. However , the 
present arrangement 200 is equipped with four reference 
illuminators 220-226 . A first reference illuminator 220 of 
these is coaxial with the first camera 210 and a second 
reference illuminator 222 is coaxial with the second camera 
212. The cameras 210 , 212 are situated some distance apart , 
so that the first reference illuminator 220 is non - coaxial with 
the second camera 212 and the second reference illuminator 
222 is non - coaxial with the first camera 210. The least 
distance at which non - coaxiality ( the cease of the bright 
pupil effect ) occurs is dependent on the distance from the 
arrangement 200 to the eye , the actual pupil diameter and 
various parameters that are subject to individual variation . 

[ 0045 ] Gaze tracking using an aspherical cornea model , 
more particularly an ellipsoidal cornea model , will now be 
outlined . FIG . 5 diagrammatically depicts the experimental 
situation . Reference illuminators 912 , each of which is 
independently activable , are provided in an object plane 910 . 
The illuminators 912 are imaged as corneal reflections 926 
in the cornea 922 or sclera 924 of a person's eye 920. A 
camera 930 , which is preferably a digital imaging device , 
images the corneal reflections 926 as image points 934. In a 
simplified model , as shown on the drawing , the imaging of 
the camera 930 is determined by a ( rear ) nodal point 932 and 
an image plane . For clarity , light rays are indicated from 
reference illuminators 912a , 912b and 912d only . The com 
pound imaging process of the cornea 922 and the camera 
930 , which maps each reference illuminator 912 to an image 
point 934 , can be expressed by the following mathematical 
relationship : 

X ' = [ Proj o Refltie ) ] ( X ) , 
where 
[ 0046 ] Proj is a perspective projection ( which in homo 

geneous coordinates is a linear mapping ) known through 
camera calibration ; 

[ 0047 ] E is an ellipsoid representing the corneal surface , 
known through personal calibration of the test subject 
while focusing sample points ; 

[ 0048 ] Tis a rigid transformation which reflects the actual 
position and orientation of the ellipsoid ; 

[ 0049 ] X is a coordinate vector for an illuminator known 
through the predetermined illuminator arrangement ; and 

[ 0050 ] X ' is a coordinate vector for the camera image of 
the same illuminator . 
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[ 0051 ] The reflection map Refltie ) ( which is determined 
by the assumptions of rectilinear propagation of light and of 
equality between angles of incidence and reflection ; in 
computer - graphics terminology it is an environment map ' ) 
depends parametrically on T ( E ) which , in turn , is a function 
of the actual position and orientation T of the cornea . When 
T ( E ) is found , such that 

Proj - ' ( X ' ) = ReflTE ( X ) 
holds true ( this equation is equivalent to the previous one ) , 
the position and orientati of the eye are known , and the 
gaze vector can be determined in a straightforward manner . 
The parameters specifying the mappings Proj and ReflTVE ) 
can be estimated by considering pairs of known object and 
image points ( X , X ' ) , preferably the reference illuminators 
and their images under reflection in the cornea . Once the 
mappings are known , it is possible to find counterparts of 
object points in the image and vice versa ; particularly , the 
location of the pupil centre can be mapped to the image to 
provide an approximate gaze point . 
[ 0052 ] A procedure of solving the gaze - detection problem 
will now be outlined ; one of its advantages over gaze 
detection via a complete estimation of the mappings Proj 
and Reflt ( e ) is that sufficient information for finding the 
gaze - point may be obtained with fewer computations and 
less input data . The ellipsoid E used to model the cornea is 
more precisely given as a surface of revolution , with respect 
to the x axis , of the curve 

Typical values of the minimal radius and the eccentricity are 
ro = 7.8 mm and p = 0.7 , but vary between individual corneae . 
To achieve optimal accuracy , these constants may be deter 
mined for each test subject in a calibration step prior to the 
gaze tracking . The calibration step may also include deter 
mining the distance from the pupil centre to the correspond 
ing centre Co of corneal curvature and the angular deviation 
between the visual and optic axes of the eye . It is noted that 
the spherical model is obtained as a special case by setting 
p = 1 in the formulas above ; as an immediate consequence 
hereof , the sagittal and tangential radii are equal . 
[ 0055 ] The calculations may be carried out along the lines 
of the already cited article by Guestrin and Eizenmann , 
however with certain modifications to account for the 
aspherical cornea model . Following Guestrin and Eizen 
mann , the locus of a reference illuminator 912 is denoted by 
L , the nodal point 932 of the camera is denoted by O and the 
image 934 of the corneal reflection is denoted by U. Because 
each point P + A on the cornea has two different radii of 
curvature in the ellipsoidal model , the article's co - planarity 
assumption of vectors Lò , O? , OC , by which notably each 
line of equation 15 follows , is no longer valid . In the case of 
an ellipsoidal cornea model , separate equations are obtained 
for the tangential and sagittal components of the vectors . 
Separating OU , LO in sagittal and tangential components by 
orthogonal projection , as per 

OU = Vs + VI , 

y2 = 2rox – px ? -rolp 
rolp 

LÖ = ws + wT , = 1 , 

where p < 1 ( the ellipsoid is prolate ) , x is the dorso - ventral 
coordinate and y is the vertical coordinate . An ellipsoid 
having this shape is shown in FIG . 4 , wherein the line AA ' 
represents the x axis and the y direction is vertical on the 
drawing . In a three - dimensional description , if a lateral 
coordinate z is included , E is defined by 

2 c - ro / p 
ro / p + ( wivedilmivajo = 1 . 

the following groups of co - planar vectors are obtained : CSP , 
VsWs and CP , VT , W? : Wr . The calculations can then be continued 
in a manner similar to that disclosed in the article . 
[ 0056 ] The inventors have found empirically that use of an 
ellipsoidal cornea model leads to a significant increase in 
accuracy . It has even been observed that pupil - centre track 
ing is in some cases not necessary as a supplement to glint 
tracking , as practised hitherto in the art . Indeed , tracking of 
the cornea - apprehended as an ellipsoidal , rotationally 
asymmetric surface provides sufficient information ( apart 
from calibration data such as the angular difference between 
the optic axis and the visual axis ) that the orientation of the 
eye can be determined . Likewise , the process of calibrating 
certain parameters , notably the minimal radius of curvature 
and the eccentricity , can be simplified in so far as the test 
subject is not required to fix his or her eyes on training 
points . Such improvement of the calibration process is 
dependent on the correctness of the assumption that the optic 
axis of the eye coincides with the symmetry axis AA ' . 
Further improvements may be achieved by using a com 
pound light pattern or a time - varying light pattern for 
generating corneo - scleral glints . 

[ 0053 ] The arc SPS in FIG . 4 represents the sagittal radius 
of curvature , which is given by 

r ; ( v ) = V7 • + ( 1 - p ) y ? 
where y is the height coordinate of point P. The tangential 
radius of curvature , as measured on the arc TPT in the plane 
of the drawing , is defined as 

rt ( y ) 
rs 

r IV . Method for Selecting a Combination of a Camera and a 
Reference Illuminator 

[ 0054 ] Points Cs and Cy are the respective centres of 
sagittal and tangential curvature at P. Because E is a surface 
of revolution , A : ( 0,0 ) is an umbilical point , at which both 
radii of curvature are equal to the minimal radius ro . The 
described model is valid in the corneal portion of the eye , 
whereas the sclera has an approximately spherical shape . 

[ 0057 ] With reference to FIG . 6 , a preferred embodiment 
of a method for selecting a combination of an active camera 
and an active reference illuminator will be described . The 
selection is made from a plurality of reference illuminators 
adapted to illuminate at least one eye and a plurality of 
cameras adapted to image the eye or eyes with the aim of 
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selecting that combination which provides the most suitable 
conditions for gaze tracking of the eye ( s ) . 
[ 0058 ] In step a ) of the method , an image quality metric is 
defined . The image quality metric may be based on the 
quality factors indicated in table 1 below . 

TABLE 1 

Image quality factors 

NbrPupils The number of pupils detected by the camera . 
Two detected pupils are preferred to one or 
none 

GazeDet Noise 

PupilContrast 

IrisGradient 

If the test subject fixates a number of 
visible points in a calibration process , 
then parameters can be set to such values 
that the expected divergence from the true 
point location is zero . The gaze - detection 
noise after this process can be expressed as 
statistical measure ( such as variance , 
standard deviation , maximal value etc. ) of 
the divergence . A lower gaze - detection noise 
is preferred . 
The difference in luminance of a region of 
the pupil and a region of the iris . Preferably , 
the regions are located centrally in 
the pupil and the iris , respectively , and 
the luminance values are averaged over the 
regions . A greater pupil contrast is preferred . 
Off - axis regions in a camera's field of view 
may have a lower ( effective ) resolution than 
central regions . The magnitude of the gradient 
at the pupil - iris boundary is taken as a 
measure of the resolution . A greater 
magnitude of the gradient is preferred . 
The pupil - iris boundary may be obscured by 
the presence of obstacles , such as eye 
lashes , non - transparent parts of eye 
glasses , reflections from eye - glass lenses , 
glints , eyebrows , nose and the like . It is 
noted that the most centric glint may lie on 
the pupil - iris boundary and be detrimental 
to the pupil finding ; in such circumstances , 
it may be better to use the illuminator that 
gives the next most centric glint . The 
absence of obstacles preferred . 
A signal - to - noise ratio can be defined by 
taking PupilContrast ( see above ) as a measure 
of the signal intensity and the standard 
deviation at the centre of the pupil , which 
is a normally a monochrome region , as a 
measure of the noise . A higher signal - to 
noise ratio is preferred . 

Obstacles 

coaxial components and combinations of two non - coaxial 
components . The combinations of coaxial components are 
adapted to image the eye ( s ) in the bright - pupil mode ( a 
retinal retro - reflection complements the iris image ) , whereas 
the combinations of non - coaxial components are adapted to 
image in the dark - pupil mode ( a corneo - scleral reflection 
complements the iris image ) . Step a ) is followed by step b ) , 
in which either the bright - pupil or the dark - pupil imaging 
mode is selected . To this end , at least one image of the eye 
in the dark - pupil mode and at least one in the bright - pupil 
mode are acquired . The comparison is more accurate if these 
at least two images are acquired closely in time , which also 
makes the selection process swifter . To maximise both these 
benefits , the images are acquired simultaneously if possible 
( that is , if only one bright - pupil image is taken ) in this 
embodiment . Preferably , the images are acquired simulta 
neously . The image quality metric is evaluated for these 
images , and the imaging mode is selected in accordance with 
the highest value of the metric . If more than one image has 
been acquired in each mode , then the imaging mode of the 
image having the globally maximal quality metric is 
selected . 
[ 0061 ] Upon completion of step b ) , the method proceeds 
to step c ) , wherein an active camera is selected . The image 
quality metric is evaluated for images acquired using com 
binations according to the selected imaging mode . Possibly , 
some images which were used in step b ) may be used again . 
The winning quality metric value determines which camera 
is selected . In this step , just like in step b ) , the images for 
which the image quality factor is assessed may be acquired 
while the device is in an evaluation mode . 
[ 0062 ] It remains to select , in step d ) , an active reference 
illuminator to be used in combination with the selected 
active camera . An advantageous way of finding the most 
suitable reference illuminator is as follows : using an initially 
selected reference illuminator the corneo - scleral reflection is 
retrieved ; the deviation from the pupil centre of the reflec 
tion is established ; it is determined whether there is an 
alternative reference illuminator which has such position in 
relation to the initially selected illuminator ( is located in a 
direction opposite the deviation ) that a more centric corneo 
scleral reflection can be achieved ; if such alternative refer 
ence illuminator is available , it is selected and the centricity 
of the corneo - scleral glint is reassessed ; if no improvement 
to the centricity is achieved using the alternative reference 
illuminator , reversion to the initially selected reference 
illuminator takes place . This procedure may be refined by 
taking into account the magnitude of the reflection's devia 
tion from the pupil centre ; for instance , a relatively small 
deviation may not motivate use of an alternative reference 
illuminator . 
[ 0063 ] On completion of step d ) , a combination of an 
active reference illuminator and an active camera has beer , 
selected . The centricity of the corneo - scleral reflection ( step 
d ) ) is reassessed regularly , and this may provoke a decision 
to switch to another reference illuminator . To avoid too 
frequent reassessment of the centricity , a delay D of suitable 
duration ( which the skilled person should be able to deter 
mine by routine experimentation ) is provided between rep 
etitions of step d ) . The delay causes an intermittent repeti 
tion of step d ) . Choosing a longer delay D eases the 
computational load , but deteriorates the accuracy of the eye 
tracker . It is also possible to provide a delay D with adaptive 
duration , which reflects empirically observed human eye 

SNR 

be 

[ 0059 ] Out of these quality factors , the inventors deem 
NbrPupils , GazeDetNoise and PupilContrast to be the most 
important , whereas IrisGradient , Obstacles and SNR may 
used as additional factors . The image quality factors may be 
combined into a total quality metric as per : 

Image Quality = QjNbrPupils + a , GazeDetNoise + 
AzPupilContrast + a + IrisGradient + az Obstacles + 
AGSNR , 

where coefficients dj , A2 , .. , Og are constants of appro 
priate signs . For instance , a , and az should be of opposite 
signs , considering the preferred values of the quantities . 
Since the image quality metric is only used for establishing 
the relative quality of two images , there is no real need for 
an absolute calibration of the sub - metric . However , the 
relative weighting between sub - metrics , as reflected by the 
absolute values of the coefficients , should be chosen with 
some care to fit the requirements of the application . 
[ 0060 ] The possible combinations of a camera and an 
illuminator fall into two groups : combinations of two 
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movement patterns , such as saccadic movements . To main 
tain a high image quality , the image quality metric is 
evaluated for the selected combination , in step e ) ; at regular 
intervals ( such as after every completion of step d ) or after 
every 2nd , 5th , 10th or 20th completion ) . If the image quality 
is greater than or equal to a predetermined level , then the 
intermittent repetition of step d ) is resumed . If however the 
image quality metric is below the predetermined level 
although updating of the reference illuminator selection 
( step d ) ) has been effected , then the camera selection is 
revised by repeating steps c ) and d ) . Immediately after such 
repetition , in step e ' ) , the image quality metric is evaluated 
again . If the image quality metric is still below the prede 
termined level , then the selection of imaging mode is revised 
by repeating steps b ) , c ) and d ) ; otherwise , the method 
resumes the intermittent repetition of step d ) . 
[ 0064 ] With reference to FIG . 7 , an application of the 
described method to the arrangement 200 shown in FIG . 2 
will now be outlined . The arrangement 200 comprises first 
and second cameras 210 , 212 and first , second , third and 
fourth reference illuminators 220 , 222 , 224 and 226. The 
combination of camera 210 and illuminator 220 is coaxial , 
as is the combination of camera 212 and illuminator 222 . 
The other six combinations are non - coaxial . The decisions 
taken during execution of the method are illustrated in the 
form of a tree in FIG . 7. Nodes b1 , c1 , c2 , d1 , d2 , d3 and d4 
symbolise decision points ; an arrow symbolises a decision to 
select an imaging mode ( on the top level ) , a camera ( on the 
middle level ) or an illuminator ( on the lowest level ) ; and the 
leaves symbolise a complete combination of an active 
camera and an illuminator , as indicated . 
[ 0065 ] Assuming an image quality metric has been defined 
the first decision point b1 is whether to use the bright - pupil 
( BP ) or dark - pupil ( DP ) imaging mode . If the bright - pupil 
mode is chosen , the method moves to decision point c1 , at 
which the most suitable of the first camera 210 and the 
second camera 212 is selected . No more decision is taken if 
the first camera 210 is selected , for only the first illuminator 
220 is coaxial with the first camera 210 , and likewise , a 
selection of the second camera 212 inevitably implies that 
the combination with the second illuminator 222 will be 
used . Hence , decision points dl and d2 are trivial . If instead 
the dark - pupil mode is selected ( at decision point b1 ) , each 
choice of an active camera ( at decision point c2 ) leads to a 
choice of three possible reference illuminators ( at each of 
decision points d3 and d4 ) . When the method has reached 
one of the leaves in the decision tree , the initial selection of 
a camera - illuminator combination is complete . 
[ 0066 ] The selection is updated by climbing one level up 
in the tree . As noted , the selection of a reference illuminator 
is trivial in the case of bright - pupil imaging , but at decision 
point d3 for instance , there is a choice between the second , 
third and fourth illuminators 222 , 224 , 226. The second 
illuminator 222 is likely to give the most centric corneal 
reflection for tracking a central gaze direction , whereas the 
third and fourth illuminators 224 , 226 are probably suitable 
for lateral gaze directions . The switching may be performed 

by a simple control mechanism . If evaluation of the image 
quality metric reveals that updating of the active illuminator 
selection cannot provide sufficient image quality , the middle 
decision level is resumed ( backwards along the arrows of the 
decision tree ) and possibly the top level as well , should the image quality not have improved sufficiently . 
V. Closing Remarks 
[ 0067 ] While the invention has been illustrated and 
described in detail in the drawings and foregoing descrip 
tion , such illustration and description are to be considered 
illustrative or exemplary and not restrictive ; the invention is 
not limited to the disclosed embodiments . For example , the 
spatial arrangement of the reference illuminators can be 
varied as well as their number , and the image quality metric 
can be adapted to the preferences of the intended users of 
each particular embodiment . 
[ 0068 ] Other variations to the disclosed embodiments can 
be understood and effectuated by those skilled in the art in 
practicing the claimed invention , from a study of the draw 
ings , the disclosure , and the appended claims . In the claims , 
the word “ comprising ' does not exclude other elements or 
steps , and the indefinite article ‘ a ' or “ an ' does not exclude 
a plurality . A single processor or other unit may fulfill the 
functions of several items received in the claims . The mere 
fact that certain measures are recited in mutually different 
dependent claims does not indicate that a combination of 
these measured cannot be used to advantage . A computer 
program may be stored or distributed on a suitable medium , 
such as an optical storage medium or a solid - state medium 
supplied together with or as part of other hardware , but may 
also be distributed in other forms , such as via the Internet or 
other wired or wireless telecommunication systems . Any 
reference signs in the claims should not be construed as 
limiting the scope . 
What is claimed is : 
1. A system for determining a gaze direction of at least one 

eye of a user , wherein the system comprises : 
a plurality of image sensors ; 
a plurality of illuminators ; and 
a processor configured to : 

determine whether to operate the system in a first mode 
or a second mode ; 

select , based on whether the system is operated in the 
first mode or the second mode , a particular image 
sensor from the plurality of image sensors ; 

select , based on whether the system is operated in the 
first mode or the second mode , and the particular 
image sensor selected , a particular illuminator from 
the plurality of illuminators ; 

activate the particular image sensor and the particular 
illuminator ; and 

determine a gaze direction of at least one eye of a user 
based at least in part on an image captured by the 
particular image sensor of light from the particular 
illuminator reflecting from the at least one eye of the 
user . 


